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Research pathways to foster transformation: linking sustainability science
and social-ecological systems research
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ABSTRACT. Although sustainability science and social-ecological systems research pursue very similar goals, i.e., generate problem-
and solution-oriented knowledge to foster sustainability transformation, they partly apply different research approaches and use
different key concepts. Our aim is to identify archetypes of sustainability transformation research derived for sustainability science and
social-ecological systems research that make knowledge from the two research pathways more accessible to each other in order to foster
transformation. To reach this goal, we applied a mixed method approach toward an archetype analysis, based on semantic networks
and clusters. Our findings point out that the fields of sustainability science and social-ecological systems research are rather coherent
and not so distinct as may be expected, especially in terms of normative goals and addressed topics. Our analysis inductively reveals
four archetypes of sustainability transformation research, with thematic structures clustered around (1) environmental change and
ecosystem services; (2) resilience and vulnerability; (3) knowledge production for sustainability; and (4) governance for sustainability.
We describe how these archetypes interact and facilitate dialogue between the fields. When considering the two transformation research
pathways from the perspective of the research mode of transdisciplinary research, their discourses appear more disconnected. To fill
this gap, we uncover key concepts that can strengthen the connection of the two fields to inform and foster sustainability transformations.
These concepts involve engaging with nonacademic actors and seeking impact in policy.
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INTRODUCTION
The need to find solution options to complex sustainability
problems has advanced collaboration among scientific
disciplines, as well as among science and other societal actors at
the science-society or science-policy interface (e.g., Larigauderie
and Mooney 2010, Cornell et al. 2013, Díaz et al. 2015, Fischer
et al. 2015). Sustainability science, social-ecological systems
research, resilience thinking, ecological economics, transition
approaches are only a few arenas of such progress oriented toward
creating societally relevant sustainability outcomes (Abson et al.
2014, Folke et al. 2016, Loorbach et al. 2017). The origins of
social-ecological systems research include a strong focus on
understanding complex system dynamics in situations of change
and of navigating uncertainties (Gunderson and Holling 2002,
Berkes et al. 2003, Folke 2006). Simultaneously, over the last
decades, sustainability science evolved following a research
agenda that deals with the complexity of change through the
process of research itself  or by advancing concepts and theories,
often highlighting a tension between a rather descriptive-
analytical and a more transformative mode of sustainability
science (Wiek and Lang 2016).  

Sustainability science seeks to advance the understanding of
social-ecological (or human-environment) dynamics to inform
and facilitate the design, implementation, and testing of
interventions that foster sustainability (Kates et al. 2001, Clark
and Dickson 2003, Bettencourt and Kaur 2011). Similarly, social-
ecological systems research aims to understand human-
environment interactions to provide the knowledge needed to
support and enable sustainability transformations (Carpenter et
al. 2012, Fischer et al. 2015, Leslie et al. 2015, Balvanera et al.
2017a). Although sustainability science and social-ecological
systems research share the purpose of fostering sustainability

transformations, they seem to partly follow different research
pathways to produce, integrate, and use knowledge about and for
transformation.  

The way knowledge is created, shared, and used in society can
crucially influence transformation processes and plays a major
role in creating improved sustainability outcomes. In order to
achieve its transformative goal, sustainability scientists have
argued for multi-, inter-, and transdisciplinary modes of research
to create more inclusive knowledge and knowledge production
processes for a rather long time (Max-Neef 2005, Hadorn et al.
2008, Jahn et al. 2012, Lang et al. 2012, Scholz and Steiner 2015).
More recently, social-ecological systems researchers have started
adapting to less “classical” ways of knowledge production,
orienting toward more transdisciplinary approaches (see Table 1;
Armitage et al. 2012, Carpenter et al. 2012, Mauser et al. 2013).
This is the case especially in place-based social-ecological research
where the need to integrate stakeholders in the research process
has led to development and adaptation of different tools and
methods for more transdisciplinary endeavors (Balvanera et al.
2017a, b). In summary, sustainability science tends to focus on
creating, differentiating, and integrating actionable contextualized
knowledge for how to intervene in systems (Miller 2013, Wiek
and Lang 2016), while social-ecological systems research tends to
seek building insights relevant to address sustainability problems
and find solutions (Ostrom 2009). Hence, sustainability science
literature pays extensive attention to knowledge processes and
practices (Spangenberg 2011, Cote and Nightingale 2012), while
the inherently interdisciplinary social-ecological systems research
also has a large focus on understanding and producing different
types of knowledge required to transition systems toward
sustainability (Jerneck et al. 2011, Partelow 2018, Colding and
Barthel 2019).  
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Table 1. Glossary of terms.
 
Archetype of research: Recurrent structural patterns of semantic relationships between research concepts, which encompass discursive (thematic)

concept clusters (authors’ generated definition).
Bridging concept: A concept that actively links fields and stimulates dialogue (Baggio et al. 2015).
Research pathway: Each of the ways to produce, integrate, and use knowledge in order to inform sustainability transformations, having

different points of departure and theoretical foci (authors’ generated definition).
Research practice (e.g.,
transdisciplinary research
practice):

A shared way in which science is applied and conducted (authors’ generated definition).

Semantic network: A set of words (concepts) and the relationships among them based on word co-occurrence matrices (after Robins 2015).
Transformation: Desirable, radical (as opposed to incremental), and nonlinear societal change (after (Hölscher et al. 2018). We note that for

the purpose of this study we employ this simplified definition recognizing it does not encompass important dimensions
such as power, equity, or culture.

Transdisciplinarity: An integrative scientific practice whereby different academic disciplines work jointly with practitioners to solve a real-
world problem. We note that for the purpose of this study we employ this simplified definition recognizing it does not
encompass all dimensions of transdiscisplinarity.

Current debates on the delineations of the two research pathways
argue that sustainability science and social-ecological systems
research are closely related, without consistently elucidating and
defining their relationship. Folke et al. (2016) plea, for instance,
for a biosphere-based sustainability science, suggesting that
social-ecological systems research is a subset of sustainability
science (see also West 2016, Balvanera et al. 2017a) or could be
considered complementary (Redman 2014). In the same vein,
Brandt et al. (2013) do not consider social-ecological systems
research on its own right, but rather frame it as the subject of
research of sustainability science. Other authors regard them as
rather divided and outline the cobenefits stemming from
interlinking their insights and approaches in terms of advancing
research efforts for sustainability (Kajikawa et al. 2014, Partelow
and Winkler 2016, Liehr et al. 2017). For example, building
academic consensus around notions such as transdisciplinarity
or more strongly connecting the empirical results of the two
pathways may accelerate the contribution that science can make
to finding solutions toward sustainability. For the purpose of this
paper, we initially treat the two research pathways as distinct.  

The anticipated benefits of linking the two research pathways
relate to the identification of synergies and common concepts that
can contribute to informing sustainability transformations (see
Table 1) and targeting different disciplinary audiences by
producing rigorous knowledge. This is all the more timely
especially in the context of current debates around how science
could effectively contribute to facilitating transformative change,
whether it should be transformative or not, and the needed clarity
about its normative goals (Fazey et al. 2018, van der Hel 2018).
Up to now synergies between the two pathways have been mainly
indicated at a conceptual level (e.g., Partelow 2016), but not yet
thoroughly analyzed. Thus, in this paper we applied a type of
archetype analysis of the most relevant published literature on
sustainability science and social-ecological systems research. By
conducting semantic networks and cluster analysis, we aim at
identifying common concepts of both research pathways and to
explore the role of transdisciplinarity as part of these synergies.
Archetype analysis was already applied in sustainability research
to understand social-ecological dynamics (Eisenack et al. 2006)
such as adaptation to climate change (Eisenack 2012), or
archetypal trajectories of ecosystem services related to land-use

changes (Locatelli et al. 2017). Similarly, the notion of archetypes
has been used in sustainability related research to advance, for
example, the understanding of pathways that link aspects of
failure to sustainable productivity (Newig et al. 2019) or of social-
ecological rangelands systems (Hartel et al. 2018). However, the
potential of this analysis still remains unexplored with regard to
identifying research archetypes within sustainability transformation
research.  

To fill this gap, we aim to identify and characterize archetypes of
sustainability transformation research found in sustainability
science and social-ecological systems literature. To this end, we
define archetypes of sustainability transformation research as
those recurrent structural patterns of semantic relationships
between research concepts, which encompass discursive
(thematic) concept clusters (see Table 1). We specifically aim to
(i) identify existing synergies of both research pathways; (ii) test
whether transdisciplinarity acts as a bridging research mode for
both research pathways; (iii) identify other potential bridging
concepts that may connect the two research pathways of
sustainability transformation to improve their contributions to
sustainability transformations in the future.

METHODS
To identify the relevant papers on sustainability science and
social-ecological systems research, we first conducted a systematic
search in the Web of Science using the search strings presented in
Table 2. The search was applied to title, key words, and abstract
on 20 June 2016 and considered only papers published until June
2016. In an initial step, we only searched for sustainability science
(586 publications) and social-ecological systems research (2532
publications; Table 3). In a subsequent step, we searched for
publications that relate to transdisciplinarity and sustainability
science (105 publications), and transdisciplinarity and social-
ecological systems research respectively (117 publications; Table
3).  

Second, we selected those 15 publications with the highest number
of citations per year, i.e., the total number of citations divided by
the number of years since publication, in each of the four
aforementioned combinations of search strings (Table 2). We
made the assumption that these publications were representative
of the dominant discourses in the existing literature. There was
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Table 2. Search terms used to identify relevant published literature on sustainability science, social-ecological systems research, and
their combination with transdisciplinary mode.
 
Sustainability transformation research Search string

Sustainability science “sustainability science”
Social-ecological systems research “social-ecological system*” or “human-environment* system*” or “human-nature system*” or “human

and natural system*” or “human-natural system*”
Transdisciplinary (transdisciplinar* or co-design* or codesign* or co-produc* or coproduc*)

an overlap of nine articles among the selected total of 60 (Table
A1.1). We analyzed the core 51 selected publications using
VOSviewer (van Eck and Waltman 2010), a software that enables
visualizing knowledge landscapes by creating a semantic network
with the terms used in title, key words, and abstract of the selected
publications. Semantic network analysis or relational content
analysis appeared as an alternative to the content analysis method
in order to overcome its drawbacks related to coder interpretation
and the reduction of data complexity to nonstructured categories
(van Atteveldt 2008). In the semantic network, nodes represent
words (Fig. 1). The relative size of nodes represents the frequency
of each word in publications (Sedighi 2016). The interlinkages
(edges) between the different words represent the number of co-
occurrence of pairs of words, which results in different distances
between two nodes. The smaller the distance between a pair of
words, the higher the co-occurrence in the analyzed publications
(Certomà et al. 2015). The selection of words for depicting the
networks was based on two main criteria. First, we set a threshold
of words occurrence whereby words should appear at least in the
abstract of five publications (Table 3). Second, words should have
a clear meaning in the context of sustainability transformation
research and therefore we deleted those words representing
prepositions or articles. We used our expert knowledge to
delineate the fine threshold between terms that represent a
research pathway and general terms irrelevant to the analysis such
as, e.g., study, aim, face, addition, or term, among others. We
removed the general terms for further analysis (see Table A2.1 for
the full set of excluded words). Words were not lemmatized (see,
e.g., Table A3.1, A4.1).

Fig. 1. Graphical example illustrating nodes, edges, and the
network metrics (after van Atteveldt 2008). In the network
representation, the circles represent the nodes and the arrows
represent the edges. The network representation is a visual
illustration of network metrics.

Using modularity-based clustering and the frequency of word co-
occurrence we also inductively identified clusters for each
semantic network. The VOSViewer cluster technique is a novel
technique for modularity-based clustering, which employs
clustering algorithms that use modules to measure the strength

of communities (Newman and Girvan 2004, Newman 2006). The
modularity-based clustering of VOSViewer is a variant of the
cluster algorithm developed by Clauset et al. (2004) to detect
communities (clusters) in a network that also considers
modularity, a measure that evaluates the quality of the
community (cluster) structures (Newman and Girvan 2004). In
this way, the modularity-based clustering of VOSViewer, which
was developed by Waltman et al. (2010), provides networks in
which nodes are densely connected internally within clusters, but
loosely connected externally between different clusters (Yan et al.
2012). This clustering technique has two main advantages: first,
it unifies mapping and clustering approaches, and second, it
partitions the research conducted in papers more effectively than
traditional cluster methods such as k-means (Yan et al. 2012). We
ran the modularity-based clustering separately for each semantic
network.  

By combining semantic networks with cluster analysis in
VOSViewer, we sought to extract and cluster concepts of
sustainability science and social-ecological systems research as
such, as well as in relation to transdisciplinarity. We interpret the
resulting clusters as archetypes of sustainability transformation
research because they tend to be repetitive across all analyzed
networks, with no new clusters emerging.  

We created eight semantic networks from the following sources
(Fig. 2, Table 3): (1) sustainability science (SS), (2) social-
ecological systems research (SES), (3) sustainability transformation
research (SS AND SES, joint network from sustainability science
and social-ecological systems research), (4) sustainability science
with transdisciplinary (SS AND TD), (5) social-ecological
systems research with transdisciplinary (SES AND TD), (6)
sustainability transformation research with transdisciplinary ([SS
AND SES] AND TD, joint network from sustainability science,
social-ecological systems research, and transdisciplinary), (7) a
network from all 51 selected articles, and (8) a network from all
the papers citing the 51 selected articles. Table 3 synthesizes the
number of papers and words used to create each of the eight
semantic networks. The networks of SS, SES, SS AND TD, SES
AND TD were based on the three modular search string
categories (Table 2). SS AND SES and (SS AND SES) AND TD
were created to obtain a comprehensive perspective of the overall
literature set (Fig. 2, Table 3). To check whether the archetypes
of sustainability transformation research identified through the
first six semantic networks were consistent, we created the
network from the 51 articles selected in this research (Table A1.1,
Fig. A5.1), and a last network with all the papers citing these 51
articles (Fig. A5.2). For each of the eight networks, we considered
a different threshold of co-occurrence of words in order to level
the number of words per network, ranging from 88 to 148 words
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Table 3. Summary of the semantic networks created to identify the archetypes of sustainability transformation research ontologies:
number of papers found with the different search strings (Table 2), number of papers included in the analysis, number of terms extracted
from titles, key words, and abstracts, threshold of occurrence of these terms, and final number of terms selected for the semantic
network. Initial networks are based on search strings from Table 2.
 
Semantic network N papers N papers

included in the
analysis

N terms Occurrence
threshold

N terms
included in the

analysis

Purpose

Sustainability science (SS) 586 15 12648 15 124 Initial network
Social-ecological systems research (SES) 2532 15 47507 60 144 Initial network
Sustainability science and transdisciplinary
(SS AND TD)

105 15 2831 5 88 Initial network

Social-ecological systems research and
transdisciplinary (SES AND TD)

117 15 3509 5 119 Initial network

SS and SES (SS AND SES) 3118 30 54056 70 148 Acquire a
comprehensive
perspective on the
archetypes

SS AND TD and SES AND TD
([SS AND SES] AND TD)

222 30 5130 10 94 Acquire a
comprehensive
perspective on the
archetypes

SS and SES and SS AND TD and SES
AND TD

3340 51 54056 100 116 Check consistency of
the archetypes

All citing articles of SS and SES and SS
AND TD and SES AND TD

13755 13755 163365 500 103 Check consistency of
the archetypes

(Table 3). To explore the coherence of the semantic networks we
estimated their graph density. A complete graph has a maximum
density of 1, indicating that all words in the network would be
tied to one another.

Fig. 2. Origins of the eight semantic networks summarized in
Table 3. Each shape represents the origins of a semantic
network. The rectangular borders signal the initial four
semantic networks based on the search strings in Table 2.
Round borders signal semantic networks resulting from joint
search results from two out of the four initial semantic
networks. Bold borders signal semantic networks resulting from
combining search results of all four initial semantic networks.
Dashed borders group networks that are represented in Figs. 3–
8 and in Appendix 5 (Figs. A5.1, A5.2). Acronyms are defined
as follows: SS: sustainability science, SES: social-ecological
systems research, TD: transdisciplinarity.

Third, we identified potential bridging concepts defined by
Baggio et al. (2015) as “a concept that actively links fields and
stimulates dialogue.” The identification of bridging concepts

relied on calculating three metrics of nodes. In line with available
literature on networks (Wasserman and Faust 1994, Lü et al.
2016), the following node metrics were considered the most
relevant for the aims of the study.  

1.  The weighted degree measures the number of edges from
or to another node, i.e., word, in the network (Freeman
1978-1979), pondered by the weight of each edge (Borgatti
and Everett 1997). It thus provides information of the
individual contribution of each node to the interconnectedness
of the network. 

2.  Betweenness refers to how many times a node, i.e., word,
links to others that would be otherwise disconnected
(Freeman 1978-1979, Wasserman and Faust 1994). Nodes
with a higher betweenness exert more control over the
network, hence betweenness is considered a general measure
of centrality of the network (Freeman 1978-1979). 

3.  Eigenvector centrality refers to the influence of a node in
the network as determined by the number and influence of
its adjacent nodes (Lü et al. 2016). Because the eigenvector
metric of a node is estimated by the eigenvector scores of
adjacent nodes, this centrality metric can be interpreted as
the future influence or reach of a node (Nita et al. 2016). 

To identify those concepts with the highest bridging potential, we
only considered those nodes with each of the three metrics
belonging to the 95th percentile. The insights offered by the three
node metrics on their bridging potential were also verified against
the visual position of respective nodes in the specific networks.
Finally, to complement the above quantitative analysis, the
authors acquired an in-depth understanding of the content of the
51 selected publications.
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Fig. 3. The semantic network for sustainability science (SS). Numbers in brackets indicate the graph density.
Colors represent the following thematic clusters: (1) green: environmental change and ecosystem services; (2)
yellow: resilience and vulnerability; (3) blue: knowledge production for sustainability.

RESULTS

Two interlinked pathways of sustainability transformation
research
Based on our search terms (Table 2) more papers are found under
social-ecological systems research than under sustainability
science (Table 3). The comparison of the graph density for the
networks for SS (0.928), SES (0.996), and SS AND SES (0.995;
Figs. 3–5) reveals that sustainability science and social-ecological
systems research are not two distinct research pathways because
the density of the grouped network (SS AND SES) is higher than
the network derived for sustainability science (SS) and only
slightly lower than the density of the network derived for social-
ecological systems research (SES). The highest density of the SES
network also indicates a higher degree of coherence and
interconnections compared to density of the SS network which
is reflecting a more heterogeneous discourse.

Bridging research pathways through transdisciplinarity
To investigate whether transdisciplinarity acts as a bridging
research mode for sustainability science and social-ecological
systems research, we compared the graph densities for the
networks for SS AND TD (0.580), SES AND TD (0.520), and
(SS AND SES) AND TD (0.783; Figs. 6–8). The graph densities
decrease compared to the networks for SS, SES, and SS AND

SES (Figs. 3–5). This indicates that the scope of studies in
sustainability transformation research engaging with transdisciplinarity
is broader than within research that does not engage with
transdisciplinarity. The decreasing graph density signposts
increasing semantic disconnection within the networks, especially
in the case of SES AND TD (Fig. 7). By linking sustainability
science and social-ecological systems research to transdisciplinarity,
complexity and diversity in the discourse seem to increase as an
expression of a broader scope because of the inclusion of science-
society and science-policy concerns. This diversity might be
intrinsic to the transdisciplinary approach, which is problem-,
solution-oriented, context dependent, case specific, and less
conceptually driven by the research pathway. The graph density
of the combined (SS AND SES) AND TD network is the highest,
pointing to a similarity of topics investigated in a
transdisciplinary mode at the intersection of sustainability science
and social-ecological systems research (Fig. 8).

Identifying and exploring archetypes within pathways of
sustainability transformation research
Our network analyses inductively revealed four overall clusters of
sustainability transformation research, which we interpreted as
sustainability transformation research archetypes (defined in
Table 1). Based on their emergent theme, we labeled the four
clusters: (1) environmental change and ecosystem services (in
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Fig. 4. The semantic network for social-ecological systems research (SES). Numbers in brackets indicate the
graph density. Colors represent the following thematic clusters: (1) green: environmental change and ecosystem
services; (2) yellow: resilience and vulnerability; (3) blue: knowledge production for sustainability; and (4)
brown: governance for sustainability.

green); (2) resilience and vulnerability (in yellow); (3) knowledge
production for sustainability (in blue); and (4) governance for
sustainability (in brown; Figs. 3–8, Tables A3.1, A4.1). These
thematic structures of leading concepts identified within
sustainability science and social-ecological systems research
varied across the semantic networks. For example, although these
four archetypes emerged in SES and SS AND SES, SS presented
only the first three clusters. Yet, it is interesting to observe that
these four clusters re-emerged and together covered the thematic
diversity found in almost all the different semantic networks,
hence their interpretation as archetypes. Because these archetypes
are not mutually exclusive, concepts may appear in more than one
cluster in the different networks. An exclusive word inclusion
criterion would have generated more sharply defined clusters,
however with the loss of complementing terminology.
Nonmutually exclusive archetypes allowed us to better interpret
the clusters by comparing the node metrics of same concepts
across networks.  

When incorporating the link to transdisciplinarity, the semantic
networks resulted in less archetypes per network. In the SES AND
TD network the knowledge production cluster was missing, while
in the semantic network for SS AND TD only the thematic
clusters focusing on environmental change and the one focusing

on knowledge production emerged. The archetype of
environmental change and ecosystem services (in green) was the
only one that was common across networks engaging with the
transdisciplinary mode, but also across “nontransdisciplinary”
networks. The lower number of thematic clusters in Figs. 6–8
compared to Figs. 3–5 showed that linking to transdisciplinarity
seemed to increase the use of different words, i.e., the diversity of
nodes, to reduce the clustering potential and hence affect the
emergence of well-defined archetypes of sustainability
transformation research.  

The identified four archetypical patterns of sustainability
transformation research were also found in the semantic networks
resulting from all articles citing SS and SES as well as SS AND
TD and SES AND TD (Fig. A5.2). By contrast, the network built
with the 51 publications under SS and SES and SS AND TD and
SES AND TD (Table A1.1) only showed three archetypes as the
cluster of resilience was embedded in the environmental change
and governance clusters (Fig. A5.1).

Potential bridging concepts across archetypes of sustainability
transformation research
The analysis of the network metrics of weighted degree,
betweenness, and eigenvector centrality of nodes indicated that
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Fig. 5. The semantic network for sustainability transformation research (SS AND SES). Numbers in brackets
indicate the graph density. Colors represent the following thematic clusters: (1) green: environmental change and
ecosystem services; (2) yellow: resilience and vulnerability; (3) blue: knowledge production for sustainability; and
(4) brown: governance for sustainability.

different concepts have different potentials to bridge the
archetypical clusters of sustainability transformation research
(Fig. 9). Regarding weighted degree, we found that all archetypes
were well represented in the SES and SS AND SES networks, with
concepts from the governance archetype, e.g., “participant,”
“communication,” “stakeholder,” being signified in the SES
network, while concepts such as “population” and “vulnerability”
belonging to the resilience archetype being emphasized in the SS
semantic network (Fig. 9a). Concepts from the environmental
change cluster, e.g., “change,” “model,” “impact,” brought the
highest contributions to the interconnectedness of the SS AND
SES network (Fig. 9a). When considering networks that include
transdisciplinarity, weighted degree values were generally lower
compared to the networks not linked to transdisciplinarity,
reflecting the lower individual contributions of concepts to the
network interconnectedness or more equally distributed
contributions to the interconnectedness of the network among
nodes (Fig. 9a). Within the SS AND TD network, the clusters of
knowledge production and environmental change were equally
represented, with leading concepts from both archetypes, e.g.,
“transdisciplinary sustainability science,” “review,” and
“principle.” In the SES AND TD network, concepts from the

governance cluster had again the highest weighted degree, while
in the (SS AND SES) AND TD network, concepts from both the
knowledge production and environmental change clusters were
contributing most to interconnectedness.  

In the case of betweenness, there were no clear nodes that were
relevant for the interconnectedness of the SS AND SES network
when the transdisciplinarity mode is not realized (Fig. 9b). When
including transdisciplinarity, the above pattern (Fig. 9a) is
reversed especially in the case of SES AND TD, where concepts
from the resilience cluster, i.e., “ecological system,” “capacity,”
and “participation,” present the highest betweenness values (Fig.
9b). The opposite happens in the case of SS AND TD where
concepts belonging to the resilience cluster decrease in their
bridging importance and are surpassed by concepts belonging to
the clusters of environmental change and knowledge production.
Notably, nodes pertaining to the archetype of environmental
change played an important connecting role across all networks
with transdisciplinarity, i.e., SS AND TD, SES AND TD, and
(SS AND SES) AND TD, although the concepts represented
varied. Whereas concepts in the environmental change archetype
refer to “methodology” and “review” in SS AND TD, in SES
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Fig. 6. The semantic network for sustainability science and transdisciplinary (SS AND TD). Numbers in
brackets indicate the graph density. Colors represent the following thematic clusters: (1) green: environmental
change, and ecosystem services; and (2) blue: knowledge production for sustainability.

AND TD the same archetype is mostly represented by “project”
and “ecosystem service,” while in (SS AND SES) AND TD nodes
under the archetype of environmental change targeted “policy”
and “principle.” Hence, foci of nodes clustered together in the
same archetype reflect different orientations: toward conceptual,
i.e., nonempirical, and methodological development in SS, socio-
environmental projects in SES, and policy processes in (SS AND
SES) AND TD. In the latter network, the betweenness metric of
the leading concept “project,” which pertains to the knowledge
production archetype, also points to the bridging potential of this
concept. In fact, the concepts with the highest betweenness in the
(SS AND SES) AND TD network are “project,” “policy,”
“principle,” and “finding,” which are fundamental to the
implementation and use of the solution-oriented actionable
knowledge for transformation.  

According to network metric results (Fig. 9), concepts with high
weighted degree or betweenness values in social-ecological
systems research were the ones more specific to sustainability
science and vice versa. For example, although the weighted degree
of “ecosystem service” was higher in the SS network, this concept
is typical for social-ecological systems research. Likewise,

although “principle” is often used in sustainability science because
sustainability is a normative concept and the practice of
sustainability science is based on design principles (e.g., Wiek et
al. 2012), its weighted degree was higher in the SES network. This
might be caused by the fact that title, key words, and abstract
typically contain outstanding concepts that could highlight the
novelty of the findings rather than terms considered as standard
for a specific field. Consequently concepts such as “participant”
and “stakeholder” were less likely to be mentioned in the abstracts
of sustainability science papers and more likely to be mentioned
in the social-ecological systems research papers (Fig. 9a).  

Finally, according to the eigenvector centrality, which indicates
the future reach of a node, different concepts might have a future
influence in sustainability transformation research. Whereas
concepts such as, “scale” (0.026), “methodology” (0.025), and
“social-ecological system” (0.024) had the highest eigenvector
values in the SS AND TD network, “project” (0.019),
“participation” (0.018), and “ecosystem service” (0.017) had the
highest eigenvector values in the SES AND TD network. Finally,
“project” (0.019), “dynamic” (0.018), “policy” (0.018), and
“place” (0.018) had the highest eigenvector values in the (SS AND
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Fig. 7. The semantic network for social-ecological systems research and transdisciplinary (SES AND TD).
Numbers in brackets indicate the graph density. Colors represent the following thematic clusters: (1) green:
environmental change, and ecosystem services; (2) yellow: resilience and vulnerability; and (3) brown:
governance for sustainability.

SES) AND TD network. Hence, foreseen synergies for SS and
SES might revolve around place-based projects with a policy
component. For example, as already foresaw by certain authors,
social-ecological systems research might more strongly engage
with people’s participation (e.g., Oteros-Rozas et al. 2015,
Balvanera et al. 2017a) and with policy frameworks (e.g., Díaz et
al. 2015, Fischer et al. 2015). In parallel, sustainability science has
developed more research on social-ecological systems with a
place-based and policy-oriented emphasis (e.g., Redman 2014).
Concurrently, the above nodes, specifically “participation,”
“policy,” “place” are sign-posting the underlying future
importance of science-society and science-policy interfaces.

DISCUSSION

Sustainability science and social-ecological systems research:
linked but not connected
Exploring the discursive clusters of published literature allowed
us to navigate the different understandings of knowledge and
knowledge processes with regard to sustainability transformation
(Binder et al. 2013, Folke et al. 2016, Partelow 2016, Partelow and
Winkler 2016) of the two research pathways. Based on our core
51 publications, in the SES literature knowledge is often regarded
rather as a bounded object needing to be part of decision making
in order to govern transitions in the social-ecological systems
toward sustainability (Robinson and Berkes 2011). Within
sustainability science, the literature is often more focused on

knowledge processes, practices, and spaces for collaboration
(Raymond et al. 2010).  

However, our results show that the two pathways are not as
distinct as sometimes expected. Concepts that seem to be
important because of their centrality in the network representing
one research pathway are also typical of the other research
pathway allowing for learning across pathways. In the SES
semantic network, nodes such as “design,” “knowledge,”
“solution,” or “transformation” are graphically placed at the
periphery of the clusters, but toward the center of the network,
while they represent key words often used in sustainability science
(Fig. 4). Similarly, when looking at the SS network, nodes such
as “global environmental change,” “conservation,” “social-
ecological system,” or “transformation” seem to visually mediate
at the interface between different clusters (Fig. 3). Interestingly,
“transformation” is the main node placed at the center of the SS
AND SES network (Fig. 5). Moreover, when distilling the
semantic complexity of the two transformation research pathways
into four archetypes, we found the same archetypes of
sustainability transformation research for SS, SES, and SS AND
SES, with the exception of the governance cluster for SS. This
may be due to the fact that science-policy aspects are typically
framed in SES using the resilience theory (Folke et al. 2005) or
Ostrom’s work on institutional design for governing collective
environmental resources (1990), which have a strong focus on
understanding the role and functioning of governance structures.
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Fig. 8. The semantic network for sustainability transformation research with transdisciplinary ([SS AND SES]
AND TD). Numbers in brackets indicate the graph density. Colors represent the following thematic clusters: (1)
green: environmental change, and ecosystem services; (2) yellow: resilience and vulnerability; (3) blue: knowledge
production for sustainability.

This rather descriptive character of the governance cluster in SES
is due to aforementioned frameworks initially not explicitly
engaging with power asymmetries as pointed out by critiques from
recent literature (Olsson et al. 2015, Stone-Jovicich 2015,
Nightingale 2017).  

These archetypes might provide strategic stepping stones for the
dialogue between the various scientific strands needed to
strengthen the analytical and conceptual capacity for
approaching sustainability transformations (Miller et al. 2008,
Olsson et al. 2014, Pereira et al. 2018). The recurrent patterns
found in the thematic structure of the networks point to a
systematization based on their object of research, whether it is
knowledge (the knowledge production archetype), institutions
(the governance archetype), or human-nature relationships (the
resilience and environmental change archetypes). To tackle
complex and persistent sustainability problems, we suggest future
research endeavors to effectively look into a combination of these
interrelated archetypes, even if  they initially depart from a single
one.

Transdisciplinarity: bridging by increasing complexity
When specifically inquiring about transdisciplinarity as a
potential bridging research mode, we found that sustainability
science and social-ecological systems research are linked by
concepts under the realm of transdisciplinarity, such as
“participation,” “coproduction,” or “transdisciplinarity” (Fig. 9).
Transdisciplinarity seems to act as a research practice that has the
potential to link the pathways of social-ecological systems
research and sustainability science by increasing diversity of
epistemics as well as research approaches, understandings, and
practices. In agreement with the problem- and solution-
orientation of this research mode (Klein et al. 2001, Binder et al.
2015), the density, hence the coherence of semantic networks
explicitly linked to transdisciplinarity, decreases (Figs. 6–8). In
this way, transdisciplinarity seems to create a common and open
arena for the two transformation research pathways to implement
and operationalize their theoretical aims. As a research mode,
transdisciplinarity (see Table 1) strives to move beyond abstract
theoretical concepts and create actionable knowledge. Having as
one key characteristic the involvement and exchange with
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Fig. 9. Leading concepts with the 5% highest values of (a) weighted degree and (b) betweenness within the
different semantic networks. Colors represent the following thematic clusters: (1) green: environmental change
and ecosystem services; (2) yellow: resilience and vulnerability; (3) blue: knowledge production for sustainability;
and (4) brown: governance for sustainability. The size of the nodes is relative to the centrality metrics of
weighted degree and betweenness for each of the six networks. We adjusted the size of the nodes to improve
visibility, e.g., network metric = 30, in this case 30x smaller means size of circle = 1. The size of the other nodes
corresponds to the network metrics, e.g., network metric = 1, size of the circle = 1.
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nonacademic actors in a particular context could be a second way
in which transdisciplinarity can provide another meeting place
for both research pathways. Both transdisciplinary social-
ecological systems research and transdisciplinary sustainability
science recognize the context-dependency of sustainability
problems sharing a concern for “place-based, long-term social-
ecological case studies” (Carpenter et al. 2012:136), or for “a
place-based analysis of problems ... as the basis for finding
effective solutions” (Spangenberg 2011:278). For example, in a
review of sustainability science projects by Wiek et al. 2012, all
five analyzed projects shared a place-based focus or outlined
context-specific solutions. In addition, Wu (2013) defines
landscape sustainability science as being an inherently place-
based science.  

Despite more diverse semantics in the networks engaging with
transdisciplinarity, this research mode can be one of the ways to
capitalize on the advancements within the two research pathways
and accelerate synergies and cross fertilization (Miller et al. 2014).
In fact, although at a meta and design level the transdisciplinary
practice could be more homogenous (Lang et al. 2012), its various
operationalizations lead to diffusion in specific fields, as shown
by the lower number of identifiable clusters in the semantic
networks for the literature explicitly engaging with
transdisciplinarity (Figs. 6–8). Thus, the link to transdisciplinarity
in the different archetypes of sustainability transformation
research might not necessarily contribute to align and harmonize
the practice of sustainability science and social-ecological systems
research while still serving as a meeting place as described above.
For example, our study showed that nodes with higher
betweenness clustered under the same archetype showed a more
conceptual focus in SS networks, and a less conceptual, more
praxis-oriented focus in SES networks (Fig. 9b). We would even
argue that this finding concurs with the fundamental problem-
and solution-orientation of transdisciplinarity. Rather than
concretizing one specific field or pathway, this research practice
has the potential to connect the different existing ones.
Transdisciplinarity thus ultimately can be a relevant approach to
foster the science-society relationship in both research pathways
as they share the principle of knowledge coproduction (Rathwell
et al. 2015, Schauppenlehner-Kloyber and Penker 2015; Figs. 6–
8). Yet, future studies may uncover to what extent
transdisciplinary pursuits pertaining to the four archetypes of
sustainability transformation research genuinely engage with the
fundamental desideratum of this research mode, that of reshaping
the science-society interface by positioning science and society on
equal footing (Hadorn et al. 2008, Seidl et al. 2013).

Reinforcing the science-society interface: the role of people’s
participation in sustainability transformation research
Results on network metrics highlighted concepts that can
facilitate moving from collaboration deficit to knowledge
coproduction and reintegration in the case of sustainability
science and social-ecological systems research. For example,
concepts related with action and implementation driven notions,
namely “policy,” “transformation,” “stakeholder,” “communication,”
or “participant” were found as bridging concepts (Fig. 9). A cross-
cutting notion emerging from our findings on bridging concepts
is the emphasis on people and their participation. In the social-
ecological systems pathway, research is done together with
“participants,” “participation.” “Stakeholder,” “participant”

came out as a relevant bridging concept across metrics in the
networks for SES and SES AND TD, while indirectly being
inferred also by “implementation,” “place,” or even “project” and
“policy.” For practitioners and researchers alike, the participation
of stakeholders is relevant for implementing policies and research
modes respectively (Pohl et al. 2010, Schauppenlehner-Kloyber
and Penker 2015, Spangenberg et al. 2015). Regardless of the
diversity of the sustainability problems, the involvement of actors
outside academia, through their relationships to the “place” are
a ubiquitous and universal way to operationalize a participatory
and even transdisciplinary mode in both social-ecological systems
research and sustainability science. Similarly, in order to foster
real-world transformation, research needs to interact and engage
more with the policy side of sustainability problems. Our results
on the anticipated influence of certain concepts indicate that in
the future, sustainability transformation research might seek to
strengthen the science-policy interface. Initially working toward
the surfacing, navigation, and negotiation of plural and shared
understandings of relevant concepts for this interface, may result
in policy impact and a better chance for implementation (see also
Cvitanovic and Hobday 2018).  

The context and meaning of words like “participation” or
“participant” in the 51 core papers indicate that both research
pathways highlight challenges associated with conducting policy-
relevant participatory or collaborative research, e.g.,
multidisciplinary, transdisciplinary, but also ways to tackle the
research-implementation disconnect (Raymond et al. 2010,
Pooley et al. 2014). In the SES literature, there is an emphasis on
participants as knowledge holders contributing to a rather
concrete transformative outcome such as conservation practice
or increased adaptive capacity (Robinson and Berkes 2011). In
the SS literature, people are regarded as part of a process that in
itself  can be transformative through reflection and learning (Roux
et al. 2010, Barth and Michelsen 2013). Future qualitative
research in this direction may also bring further clarifications
regarding the participation of whom, who decides who
participates, and under which conditions.

Limitations and methodological challenges
Using a single search term for SS and several for SES, as well as
the database of Web of Science as a single data source might
explain the imbalances in the number of SS and SES papers. At
the time of data extraction and subsequent analysis there was an
incompatibility between the output data from Scopus and the
VOSviewer software. Employed search terms for identifying
transdisciplinary literature were relatively narrow (Table 2) and
we only considered English literature. The resulting 51 core
selected papers (Table A1.1) are predominantly conceptual,
advancing theoretical frameworks or recommendations for new
research directions, containing few empirical studies. There are
nine overlapping publications in Table A1.1, with five papers
overlapping specifically for the SS and SES networks. The
semantic networks performed on title, abstract, and key words
does not consider words in their full context of utilization in the
different papers. We therefore caution that our findings need to
be interpreted in the light of the main assumption of this type of
analysis, i.e., that individual words could be used as indicators of
discursive realties within whole research fields, but do not entirely
represent these.  
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The implications of above caveats are twofold. First, publications
may be populated with certain jargon terms that may not
accurately reflect the real level of engagement with these terms in
practice. For example, publications using “policy,” “implementation,”
or “transdisciplinary” may report the findings of fundamental
research investigating these topics, rather than present findings
of transformative original projects or case studies carried out
toward implementation or policy change. It is possible that some
of the papers included in our study have less connection to
transdisciplinarity than indicated in the text. Second, the bridging
potential of the highlighted nodes as indicated by the values of
different network metrics should be regarded with caution
because the same terms might have different understandings,
epistemological sources, and contexts of application within the
two research pathways. For example, the word “principle” is used
in the SES literature in relation to Ostrom’s design principle for
common pool resource institutions (Folke et al. 2005) or in
relation to the precautionary principle (Adger 2006). In the SS
literature it typically refers to the design principles of
transdisciplinary research (Lang et al. 2012). In both research
pathways however, “principle” is used with the general
understanding of fundamental guidance for behaviors and beliefs
(Weichselgartner and Kelman 2015), and specifically with
reference to sustainability principles (Wiek et al. 2012). Moreover,
a network analysis is inherently interested in the relationships
between nodes and the whole network configuration, as much as
in the individual nodes and their roles in relation to the others.
For example, although same words may appear in the different
networks, their node metrics are different across the networks.
Finally, a qualitative context analysis would have enabled us to
further expand on the variable meaning of the same words that
appear in different networks or clusters. Future research
directions could uncover more nuanced conceptual debates in the
sustainability transformation research and transdisciplinary
literature.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a multimethods approach of
archetype analysis to explore synergies and common concepts
between the research pathways of social-ecological systems
research and sustainability science. The archetype analysis based
on semantic networks and clusters as well as different network
metrics allowed to identify archetypes of sustainability
transformation research. Even though this might look as an
abstract and conceptual endeavor at a first glance, our results
indicate the potential of such analyses to enable the identification
of synergies between different research discourses for an
accelerated contribution that science can make to a desirable
societal transformative change.  

Our results also indicated that sustainability science and social-
ecological systems research are already linked in meeting the goal
of fostering transformation toward sustainability, but only partly
connected in the realm of transdisciplinary practice. Yet, the
diversity indicated by the latter research mode is not necessarily
an indication for a conceptual weakness, but seems to be partly
caused by the inherent problem- and solution-oriented approach
underlying its application. Continuously exploring and
developing those interlinkages, as well as their specificities,
without the purpose of aligning them, can help the two pathways
to further utilize their full potential. For example, some of the

bridging concepts revealed by our study seem to converge toward
the importance of involving people in the research framing and
process. Through their relationship to a place, bounded often as
a social-ecological construct, stakeholders and people at large
play an essential role in sustainability transformation research.
Problem- and solution-oriented research approaches actively
involving actors outside academia, even if  differently labeled and
not explicitly following principles of transdisciplinarity, are thus
reconfirmed as a suited way to open research to the complexity
and uncertainty connected to sustainability transformations.
Therefore, consolidating and further fostering these approaches
seem to have the potential to serve as a bridging research mode
across the two transformation research pathways also connecting
science, society, and policy. In so doing, linking the two pathways
and leveraging the potential of transdisciplinarity and similar
research modes can further strengthen their common purpose to
foster sustainability transformations.
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Fig. A5. Fig. A5.1. Semantic network for all selected articles (SS and SES and SS AND TD and 

SES AND TD) (see also Fig. 2, Table 2); Fig. A5.2. Semantic network for all the papers citing the 

selected articles (see also Fig. 2). Colors represent the following thematic clusters: 1) green: 

environmental change and ecosystem services; 2) yellow: resilience and vulnerability; 3) blue: 

knowledge production for sustainability; and 4) brown: governance for sustainability.   

  
Fig. A5.1 SS and SES and SS AND TD and SES 
AND TD  

Fig. A.5.2 All citing articles of SS and SES and SS 
AND TD and SES AND TD 
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